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Abstract
Deadlock is an undesired situation in a highly automated system due to the fact that no system can
allow its occurrence which may produce some unnecessary economic losses or serious consequences.
There are three mathematical tools to handle deadlocks in resource allocation systems: graph theory,
finite state machine, and Petri net. Due to its inherent characteristics, Petri nets are widely applied to
manufacturing systems. Generally, these existing deadlock methods are classified into three strategies:
deadlock detection and recovery, deadlock avoidance, and deadlock prevention. In this paper, a review
of deadlock prevention policies and merits and drawbacks of these policies are presented. Then it gives
the possible trend of the research in the future.

Key words：Deadlock Prevention, Siphon Computation, Automated Manufacturing System, Petri
Nets.

1. Introduction
The manufacturing industry provides a firm material foundation for the national economy, and
possesses the principal position of industry. The development of manufacturing industry is vital to
social progress, national strength, and welfare of our people. Moreover, it reflects the developmental
level of scientific technology and social productive forces. Modern society features with intensive
competition in market and certain fluctuation in demand. Manufacturers cannot stay competitive if they
still rely on traditional mass production systems. Hence, manufacturers should hold performance
parameters of all the aspects of production systems, and restructure the productive scheme constantly
to remain invincible in domestic and international competitions. In order to survive and develop, an
increasing number of manufacturers have gradually resorted to flexible manufacturing systems (FMS)
to accelerate product process, reduce production costs, improve product quality, increase product
flexibility, and enhance adaptability to the market, then leading to a better economic effect.
The resources are shared highly in flexible manufacturing systems, which can cause deadlocks if
there are not effective control methods [1]. Some processes will be blocked and could never be finished
because of the occurrence of deadlocks. Deadlocks may lead to a whole or partial system stagnation
which may results in a productivity reduction or serious economic losses even catastrophic results.
Thus dealing efficiently with deadlock problems is necessary to reach higher
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productivity. In recent years, with the sustainable developments of automation level, deadlock problem
in FMS has become a hot spot in academic and engineering circles [2].
Due to the inherent characteristics of describing resource sharing, conflict, mutual exclusion,
concurrency, and uncertainty, Petri net has been used as a mathematical tool to study supervisory
control theory of discrete event system [3]. In addition, Petri nets are widely used in modeling,
simulation, and supervisory control for FMS[4], because Petri nets can help scholars find potential
deadlocks and prevent the occurrence of deadlocks through related control policies. For a dozen of
years, the results are much enriched in achieving automation of productive processes as well as
optimization of system performance that is based on a Petri net formalism [2,10].
The well-established Petri net community that mainly consists of computer scientists has developed
a large family of Petri net models across many disciplines. As is known, different classes of Petri nets
can represent different types of DES. S3PR, a class of ordinary Petri net, has been among the most
frequently used models in handling deadlock problems. Many extensions to S3PR nets have been
proposed, which can be used to model more general automated DES: AMG(augmented marked graphs),
S4PR(system of sequential systems with shared resources), S3PMR (system of simple sequential
processes with multiple resources), PNR(process nets with resources), RCN(resource control
nets)-merged net, ERCN(extended resource control nets)-merged net, G-system, etc[2].
The deadlock issues derive from resource allocation systems, which could be dated back to the
memory assignments in an operating system by computer scientists in the 1960s. Summarily, there are
four necessary conditions for a deadlock to occur, which are known as the Coffman conditions [11]:
mutual exclusion, hold and wait, no preemption condition, and circular-wait. It is shown that the first
three conditions are decided by the physical characteristics of a system and its resources. However, the
fourth one can be enforced to vary depending on request, allocation, and release of the resources in the
system. All the four conditions must hold, once a deadlock occurs. That is, a deadlock will never occur
if one of these conditions is not satisfied. The necessity of the four conditions for a deadlock to occur
leads us to infer that negating one of them makes impossible the occurrence of deadlocks in a resource
allocation system. Therefore the basic policy to solve deadlock is to ensure that not all four conditions
be satisfied. Generally, these deadlock methods are classified into three strategies: deadlock detection
and recovery, deadlock avoidance, and deadlock prevention. Deadlock detection and recovery is a
passive approach in fact. In deadlock avoidance, at each system state an on-line control policy is used
to make a correct decision to proceed among the feasible evolutions. The main purpose of this
approach is to keep the system away from deadlock states. Some defects of this approach emerge that
should be computed on-line. Aggressive methods usually lead to higher resource utilization and
throughputs, but not totally eliminate all deadlocks for some cases. Conservative methods eliminate all
unsafe states and deadlocks, and often some good states, thereby degrading the system performance.
Deadlock prevention is usually achieved by using an off-line computational mechanism to control the
request for resources to ensure that deadlocks never occur. Compared with the first two approaches,
deadlock prevention is more efficient and adopted widely in deadlock control. This research
summarizes the well-established deadlock prevention approaches and their merits and demerits in the
context of AMS.

2. Deadlock Prevention
From literature quantitative analysis point of view, deadlock prevention for FMS is investigated
extensively, iteratively, and marvelously, leading to a vast stock of results. On one hand, the previous
work on deadlock control has built a solid foundation for deadlock prevention research. On the other
hand, a highly automated system cannot tolerate the occurrence of deadlocks that may result in severe
economic losses or even catastrophic results. This section reviews typical deadlock prevention
strategies that are developed on the basis of different techniques by using Petri net as a formalism.

2.1 The present of deadlock prevention
Zhou and DiCeare [12] pioneered the study about Petri net-based deadlock prevention in FMS, in
which modeling problem of FMS with sharing resources is proposed. They ensure the liveness of
system by adding buffered modules and control places, or limiting the number of parts. The major
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weakness of this deadlock prevention is its conservativeness. As is known, a direct and remarkable
consequence is that the productivity of a system can be deteriorated.
In 1995, Ezpeleta [13] developed a design method of monitor-based liveness-enforcing Petri net
supervisors. It is often considered to be a classical contribution that utilizes structural-analysis
techniques of Petri nets to prevent deadlocks in FMS. First, a class of Petri nets, which is called S3PR,
is proposed, and the relationship between strict minimal siphons and liveness of an S3PR is established.
For each strict minimal siphon that can be empty at a reachable marking, a monitor is added such that it
is controlled. After all siphons are controlled, liveness-enforcing Petri net supervisors are achieved.
The significance of this approach lies in the fact that it successfully separates a plant net model and its
supervisor. This work becomes such a spur that attracts much attention, and also has built a solid
foundation for development and application of siphon theory. The years following 1995 have seen
many siphon-based deadlock prevention policies in Petri nets proposed on the basis of this work.
As gradually recognized, general deadlock prevention policies suffer from the following three kinds
of defects: behavioral permissiveness, computational complexity, and structural complexity. The
behavioral permissiveness problem is referred to as the fact that the permissive behavior of a plant net
model is overly restricted by the deadlock prevention policy, namely that the supervisor excludes some
admissible states. That’s because the output arc of added monitor points to source transition of Petri net
model, which limits the number of workpieces entering system to be released into and processed to a
great extent. A source transition is the output transition of an idle place, which models the entry of raw
parts into the system. Computational complexity results from the complete siphon enumeration that is
necessary for computing a supervisor. In theory, the number of siphons grows exponentially with
respect to the size of a net model. Structural complexity refers to that the number of monitors in a
liveness-enforcing supervisor is exponential with the net model size theoretically since every strict
minimal siphon that can be unmarked at a reachable marking needs a monitor to prevent from being
emptied. The structural complexity of a supervisor means extra cost in system verification, validation,
and implementation. Since 1995, a great deal of work has focused on solving the aforementioned
problems.

2.2 Deadlock prevention and siphon
Siphons are well recognized to be tied with deadlocks in FMS, which is true in either ordinary or
generalized Petri nets. The fact was adequately represented by Reveliotis [5-8]. In short, a siphon is a
set of places. Once a siphon loses all its tokens, it remains unmarked under any subsequent markings
that are reachable from the current marking. It is evident that if a siphon is emptied under a certain
marking, some of its output transitions would never enable which leads to a local or global deadlock. In
recent years, many researches about deadlock prevention have been done based on siphon, adding
monitors for strict minimal siphons to achieve deadlock prevention [9,10]. As a result, the first step to
design a siphon-based deadlock prevention control policy is to compute strict minimal siphons.
In order to deal with the inherent complexity of computing siphons in Petri nets, Chu and Xie [14]
proposed a deadlock detection method by solving a mixed integer programming (MIP) problem. It is
used extensively [15-20]. Given a Petri net, Chu and Xie achieved the algorithm that computes
maximum unmarked siphon by MIP. Motivated by the fact that deadlock control is usually concerned
with minimal siphons in a Petri net, Huang [15,16]，Li and Liu [17] et al. Investigated minimal siphon
extraction methods from a maximal unmarked siphon. The experiment data shows that MIP-based
method is more efficient than any methods that depend on a complete siphon enumeration. But
MIP-based method also suffers definitely from an exponential complexity problem with respect to the
size of its plant net model [15-20]. It means that this method cannot be applied widely in actual large
scale FMS [21].
In order to tackle the computational complexity problem of MIP-based method, Li and Zhou
[22-25]pioneered in utilizing resource circuits to compute strict minimal siphons for S3PR. By
analyzing the structural characteristics of a resource circuit, the sufficient condition of which the
siphons related to resource circuits are strict minimal siphons is proposed. Compared with MIP-based
approach, this approach improves the computational efficiency. However, there is no complete
algorithm of computing strict minimal siphons through resource circuits proposed. Wang et al.[25]
proposed a sufficient and necessary condition under which the resource circuits can generate strict
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minimal siphons in L-S3PR. Then they proposed a strict minimal siphons extraction method based on
graph theory and resource circuits. But this method cannot compute strict minimal siphons in S3PR,
because L-S3PR is a subclass of S3PR. Recently, many scholars have been studying about this work,
such as Xing, Wang, etc [26,27]. Wang [28] proposed the necessary and sufficient conditions for loop
resource subsets to generate strict minimal siphons. A method to compute strict minimal siphons has
been developed in his paper. Also, the experimental study shows that the resource circuit-based method
is an effective way to compute strict minimal siphons for S3PR. Compared with the method based on
resource circuits, the resource circuit-based method has a higher computational efficiency via many
randomly generated examples.
Even in a Petri net with simple structure, the number of its strict minimal siphons can be proved to
be, in the worst case, exponential with its structural size. If all strict minimal siphons are controlled
without considering any difference among them, the resulting liveness-enforcing Petri net supervisors
are structurally complex in theory. For the structural complexity problem in a liveness-enforcing Petri
net supervisor, strict minimal siphons in a Petri net are divided into several categories for deadlock
control purpose. Li and Zhou [29,30] classified strict minimal siphons of a Petri net into two
categories: elementary and dependent siphons. They proved that under some conditions, a live
supervisor can be obtained by controlling elementary siphons only, which avoids the redundant
monitors and hence significantly improves the computational efficiency. Thus elementary siphon
theory is widely adopted in deadlock prevention control strategies for which it simplify the structure of
supervisor [31,32]. Unfortunately, there is not only one set of elementary siphons in a Petri net. So it
should be cautious when choose elementary siphons [33]. For S3PR, Li et al. [27] proposed an iterative
deadlock prevention policy based on elementary siphon utilizing MIP deadlock detection. This method
doesn't need to compute all strict minimal siphons. What we need to do are to find a maximal empty
siphon and extract a strict minimal siphon fromt each iteration. If the extracted siphon belongs to
elementary siphon, it is controlled explicitly. If it belongs to dependent siphon, we should judge its
controllability to decide whether control this dependent siphon explicitly or not. The termination
condition for iteration is to find no emptiable siphon by MIP. To a large extent, the method improves
the computational complexity and structural complexity of method proposed in [8], but has no clear
improvement on behavioral permissiveness. After that, it got further improved[34]. Deadlock control
policy in [34] has two steps: the first step, just as[27] does, is to add a monitor for each elementary
siphon and be sure that output arc of monitor points to source transition of Petri net model; the second
step is to remove output arc of monitor from source transition. It is worth noting that the premise of
which output arc can be removed is that the remove would not disable the controlled system. This
approach makes the behavioral permissiveness of a controller get a obvious improvement. The
deadlock prevention policies underlying the idea of elementary siphons can also be found in [35,36]. In
addition, the condition proposed in [29] is too conservative, in many cases, to judge the controllability
of dependent siphons. Subsequently, many scholars aim at solving this defect [37-42]. An idea is
proposed which to some extent is similar to that of elementary siphons. Pirrodi et al. developed a
selective siphon control policy in which the concepts of essential and dominated siphons are proposed
[43,44]. By solving set covering problems, essential siphons are found to ensure that dominated
siphons are controlled. However, this approach is NP-hard in theory.
In the design of deadlock prevention supervisor based on siphons, the computational complexity is
contributed by the computation of strict minimal siphons, while the structural complexity is because
the controllability problem of strict minimal siphons can not be solved effectively.
The majority of existing deadlock prevention policies intended to add control places to strict
minimal siphons in order to prevent the occurrence of deadlocks. Hence, the chief task of deadlock
prevention policies based on strict minimal siphons is to compute strict minimal siphons. It is
noteworthy that many scientists show great research interests in such research field, and achieve many
algorithms to compute strict minimal siphons. Unfortunately, these algorithms don’t have high
efficiency, especially in large systems. For instance, there is a system containing 86 places and 70
transitions [45]. As is known, the resource circuit-based approach offers much higher computational
efficiency than some direct strict minimal siphons computation approaches such as the INA-based
method [46] and the sign matrix method. But it costs at least one hour to compute all strict minimal
siphons using the resource circuit-based approach [22-25]. In addition, the model of FMS will be more
complex and larger in actual application. A great number of deadlock prevention policies are hard to be
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applied to large-scale systems for the reason of the restriction of computation efficiency of strict
minimal siphons.

2.3 The fast calculation approaches of strict minimal siphons
As a structural object, siphons play an important role in the analysis of structural and behavioral
properties of Petri nets. An algorithm with polynomial complexity to decide whether a set of places is a
minimal siphon can be found in [47]. Classical and typical siphon computation methods are presented
in [48-50]. A siphon computation method that is claimed to be rather efficient is developed in [44],
which can find 2×107 siphons within one hour. For a class of Petri nets, a siphon solution approach is
given in [51] that is also efficient through experimental studies. A parallel solution to siphons is
established by Tricas and Ezpeleta [52].
In order to apply deadlock prevention control policy into large size systems, Wang utilizes loop
resource subsets to compute all the strict minimal siphons in S3PR. From some counterexamples, some
flaws in strict minimal siphons computation-based elementary siphon theory proposed by Li and Zhou
can be found. One of these flaws is that some siphons derived from resource circuit are not strict
minimal ones [53]. Another is that redundant strict minimal siphon can be achieved with this method.
The method to compute strict minimal siphons in a class of Petri net based on loop resource subsets
proposed by Wang has solved aforementioned flaws and has higher computational efficiency.
Moreover, sufficient and necessary conditions for loop resource subsets to generate strict minimal
siphons are established, and an algorithm is proposed to find all the strict minimal siphons in an S3PR
[28]. This approach is one of the most efficient methods to compute strict minimal siphons. However,
this approach can only be available for S3PR, and it will be no use for more general nets.
Motivated by the fact that deadlock control is usually concerned with unmarked strict minimal
siphons in a Petri net, some scholars investigate strict minimal siphon extraction methods from a
maximal unmarked siphon and achieve a lot of new contributions. This kind of method is widely used
since it fits every kind of ordinary Petri net, while it suffers from low computational efficiency. For
example in [15,29], the computational efficiency of the method which can investigate strict minimal
siphon extraction methods from a maximal unmarked siphon is still NP-hard. For several kinds of Petri
nets, such as S3PR, S3PMR, S4PR, etc., Wang investigates related theory and some algorithms to
compute strict minimal siphons based on MIP and loop resource subsets. Meanwhile, the
controllability problem of strict minimal siphons generated from loop resource subsets is researched.
The set of elementary siphons in a Petri net is unique, so we should be cautious when choosing
elementary siphons. In order to deal with this problem, Wang [54,55] classifies strict minimal siphons
generated from loop resource subsets into two kinds: simple and combined ones. A siphon is called a
simple one when it cannot be comprised by other strict minimal siphons. It is easy to see that the set of
simple siphons is evidently unique. A siphon is called combined one when it can be comprised by other
strict minimal siphons. Moreover, sufficient and necessary conditions that the controllability of
combined siphons can be ensured by the optimal control of simple ones is proposed. In addition, the
controllability of combined siphon comprised by two simple siphons for LS3PR is proposed, while the
problem for more general nets, such as S3PR, S3PMR, S4PR, etc., is still at issue.

3. Conclusion
The occurrence of deadlocks is prohibitive in high automated systems. A systematic and effective
method for controlling deadlock is vital to the supporting systems of the life, nuclear plants, traffic
surveillance and control system, and high automated systems, etc. For the past two decades, deadlock
control problem has been a hot spot in academic and engineering circles. Many researchers have
proposed a great deal of deadlock control policies, and most of them adopt Petri net models. In this
paper, an increasing number of well-established deadlock control policies for manufacturing systems
are proposed, especially deadlock prevention policies.
At present, there are two branches of deadlock control methods based on Petri nets: siphon control
method and state control method. Unfortunately, these approaches suffer from one or more of the
following problems: behavioral permissiveness, computational complexity, and structural complexity.
Hence, much work has been focused on solving the aforementioned problems. Recently, the policies
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achieve higher computational efficiency, higher behavioral permissiveness, and lower structural
complexity. However, the application scope of the control methods is still limited, which can only be
applied to some subclasses of Petri nets, and could not adopt to more general net models. It is
necessary to find an effective deadlock control strategy to improve the limitations and restrictions of
well-established policies, so that liveness-enforcing supervisor with maximal permissiveness can be
attained.
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